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EDITORIAL
The 1980's are quickly coming to an end and
cavers are looking forward to another great decade of
caving. Texas cavers have made impressive strides in
the 80's and will undoubtably continue their many
efforts into the 90's. The discovery and exploration of
new caves in Texas, Mexico, and elsewhere, the
resurvey of old known Texas caves like Powell's Cave,
and the realization that Texas cavers can no longer be
politically inactive have made the 80's an exceptional
decade. Only by working with developers, community
leaders, state and federal agencies, political figures,
and cave-owners, can cavers hope to save many
hundreds of caves throughout the state. The Austin and
San Antonio area has already lost many caves and
these, as well as other areas, will continue to see caves
destroyed at an alarming rate as development expands
into our caving areas. Cavers have been and will
continue to be a guiding force in this race to preserve
many caves and other critical environmental features.
The Texas Caver is a bi-monthly publication of the
Texas Speleological Association (TSA), an internal organization
of the National Speleological Society (NSS). It is published in
February, April, June, August, October, and December.
Subscription rates are $1 0/year for 6 issues of The Texas
Caver. This includes a $4 fee for membership in the TSA. Out of
state subscribers, libraries, and other institutions can receive The
Texas Caver for $10/year also. Send all correspondence (other
then material for The Texas Caver), subscriptions, and exchanges
to: The Texas Caver, P.O. Box 8026, Austin, Texas 78713.
The Texas Caver openly invites all cavers to submit
articles, trip reports, photographs (35 mm slides or any size black
& white or color print on glossy paper), cave maps, news events,
cartoon s, and/or any other caving related material for publication.
© Copyright 1989 Texas Speleological Association

Front and Back Cover.--An old-timer compares caving
as we enter the 1990's with caving back in the good old
days. Drawings by Charlie Loving.

TRAVIS COUNTY: ENDANGERED SPECIES,
ENDANGERED CAVES
by William R. Elliott, Ph.D
Texas Speleological Survey

Travis County, the area around Austin, is not famous for
large or scenic caverns. If it weren't for the large caver
community in Austin, Travis might bejustanaveragecave county
on the Balcones Escarpment
Digging has become a way of life for some Austin area
cavers like Bill Russell, Mike Warton, Bill Larsen, Mark Minton,
Mike Grimm and many others. These dedicated explorers have
uncovered many new caves in the area in recent years. Since the
early1960's the Texas Speleological Survey has accumulated
data on about 163 caves in Travis County, making it the fourth
most "cavey" county after San Saba (219 caves), Culberson
(205), and Bexar (202). At least 160 sinks, springs and shelters
have also been recorded.
Some of the longer caves include Airman's, an 11 ,950ft
(3642 m) crawl, Bandit(440 ft, 134m), Cave X (1070 ft, 326m),
Flint Ridge (928ft, 283 m), Grassy Cove (658ft, 201 m), Lost
Gold (400ft, 122m), and Whirlpool (1400 ft,427 m) . Bill Russell
recently reported that Blowing Sink was pushed to over 330 ft
(101m) long and 202ft (61.5 m) deep, the deepest in the county.
Other long caves have been filled or partially destroyed: Austin
Caverns, which once was a show cave, and Inner Earth Caverns,
the entrance of which is lost. A few caves like Bandit have been
protected. Goat Cave, a dome-shaped pit in South Austin, has
been acquired by the City of Austin and is currently being used for
educational purposes and as a potential bat preserve. "West
Cave", originally "Hammett's Cave", is a beautiful botanical preserve and grotto in western Travis County open to the public.
Studies by James Reddell and numerous other cave
biologists going back nearly 30 years have brought international
notoriety to small caves like Tooth, Kretschmarr, Amber,
McDonald and others located on the Jollyville Plateau, west of
Austin. The Jollyville Plateau is an irregularly shaped outcrop of
Edwards Limestone, almostanisland,about 5 miles in diameter,
located just northeast of Lake Travis. Over the millenia several
species of blind, cave-adapted animals, or troglobites, have
evolved there. Their surface ancestors had retreated to other
regions because of climatic changes and their nearest relatives
were confined in other limestone outcrops, leaving them isolated.
Texas has a diverse cave fauna with over 900 spec ies
recorded, according to Reddell's current records . This has
resulted from our geographic position at the crossroads of the
tropics, the eastern forests, and the southwestern deserts . The
geologic complexity of Central Texas has further enhanced the
biologic diversity by creating islands of karst separated by fault-

ing and river downcutting. About 210 Texas species are troglobites, but so far only 102 of these have been officially desc ribed
in scientific journals. These are gradually being described by a
number of researchers at museums and universities across the
country.
Tooth Cave has the most diverse cave fauna in the
Southwest, about 64 species. Only large cave systems like
Mammoth Cave have more species. Yet Tooth is only 166ft long
(50.5 m) and 18ft (5.6 m) deep . This just illustrates that size or
beauty do not always determine a cave's value. The Tooth Cave
fauna had long been studied by a number of researchers under the
auspices of the Texas System of Natural Laboratories (ReddeJI,
1984). The TSNL controlled access to the land for the owner to
protect the caves.
In 1984land development began to encroach on the rural
karst areas of western Travis County. James Reddell and I were
asked by the TSNL to locate as many caves as we cou ld on a plat
map. With thehelpof several cavers we found caves, studied them
biologically and surveyed overland to connect up the entrances.
This was in preparation for the construction of"The Parke" on the
old Kretschmarr Ranch, an enterprise of several developers. It
was hoped at that time that they would voluntarily set aside some
of the land to preserve the more significant caves. The City of
Austin's Comprehensive Watershed Ordinance was too late in
coming to protect the caves .
Chuck Sexton , a biologist and conservationist with L11e
City, tried to persuade the developers to preserve the more
biologically significant caves. However, this is " high dollar"
land. For a while one developer was offering to donate cave land
to the University of Texas, butUT turned it down . There was no
definite further action by the developers and The Parke
development was scaled back somewhat. Part of the northern
half was developed but the cave areas were mostly left alone.
In 1986theTravis Audubon Society petitioned th e U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service to list six species of cave arthropods,
mostly located on the Jollyvillc Plateau , as endangered under the
U.S. Endangered Species Act (Chambers and Jahrsclocrfcr,
1988). This is the usual procedure that conservati on groups usc
to initiate legal actions by the government to protect spec ies that
arc threatened or endangered with extinction.
The USFWS considered the petition and sought
information from cave biologists. A long period passed with no
real progress made by the developers or USFWS. Meanwhil e, the
land development boom in the Au stin area was subsiding, and the
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Texella reddelli, the Bee Creek Cave harvestman.
(R. W. Mitchell)

Neoleptoneta myopica, the Tooth Cave spider. (R.W Mitchell)

Rhadine persephone, the Tooth Cave ground beetle.
(R.W . Mitchell)

Texamaurops reddelli, the Kretschmarr Cave mold beetle.
(R. Mitchell)

pressure was off for awhile. Many local cavers remained unfamiliar with or uninterested in the caves at The Parke.
Meanwhile, other conservation issues began to heat up
in Austin. People became interested in the golden cheek warbler,
which is threatened, and the black capped vireo, which is
endangered. The former bird requires undisturbed Ashe juniper
(mountain cedar) thickets, while the latter requires dense growths
of shin oak to survive. The news media frequently mentioned
these species and the relentless trend of land development in the
hill county west of town . These became popular causes, along

with concern about water quality degradation in the Barton
Creek-Barton Springs watershed and the Colorado River,
Austin's water supply.
In 1988 some of these issues came to a head. Private
negotiations with the developers over the caves seemed stalled,
so a group called Earth First! began to openly trespass at The
Parke to draw attention to the destruction of potential bird
habitat. The ceoguerillas then took the caves hostage as a political
stunt. They occupied several caves and publicized them to the
news media. This got a lot of attention, but they did not endear
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themselves to the caver community.
Meanwhile, the USFWS officially listed five of the six
proposed cave species as endangered: Texella reddelli Goodnight
and Goodnight, the Bee Creek Cave harvestman; Microcreagris
texana Muchmore, the Tooth Cave pseudoscorpion;
Neoleptoneta myopica (Gertsch), the Tooth Cave spider;
Rhadine persephone Barr, the Tooth Cave ground beetle; and
Texamaurops reddelli Barr and Steeves, the Kretschmarr Cave
mold beetle.
Since the listing, several hydrogeological and biological
studies have been done in the Austin area (Veni,l988a,b;
Reddell,l989; Elliott and Reddell,l989). In late 1988 the
USFWS, in conjunction with two groups of developers,
sponsored a hydrogeologic study in The Parke subdivision to
determine the necessary measures to protect the caves and the
endangered species. This study provided guidelines based
largely on hydrogeologic factors. No biological work was done,
since the baseline data had been established by Reddell and
others years before. The field work was done by George Veni,
Mike Warton, Allan Cobb and Mike Grimm. The study was used
by a special Biological Advisory Team appointed by the USFWS
to prepare guidelines for the protection of the caves. Reddell and
the author were members of the team along with representatives
of theTexas Parks and Wildlife Department, City of Austin,
Texas Nature Conservancy and USFWS. The team's guidelines
were used in negotiations between USFWS and the developers
for preserving the caves and cave fauna. However, the
negotiations did not progress very far, although they helped to
put a hold on development over the caves.
Separate contracts between the developers and George
Veni and Associates resulted in ecologically designed security
gates being installed on Tooth Cave, Gal lifer Cave, Amber Cave,
and Kretschmarr Salamander Cave. The gates were necessary to
reduce human traffic into the caves, which could adversely affect
the fauna. A chain-link fence was installed around Kretschmarr
Cave. These security measures were completed by the spring
of 1989.
In late 1988 a study of McDonald (Schulze) Cave was
commissioned by the developers of the Shell berg Tract, which is
near The Parke. Biological studies by Reddell led to
management recommendations that would protect the cave if the
area were developed.
In early 1989 the Texas Department of Highways and
PublicTransportation sponsored a cave study on the Jollyville
Plateau along the right-of-way of the proposed Austin Outer
Parkway (State Highway45) from Comanche Trail to U.S. 183.
This was done by Reddell with the assistance of Marcelino
Reyes. The study led to the discovery of one additional locality
for the endangered spider Neopleptoneta myopica and the
discovery of a new species of Microcreagris pseudoscorpion,
but was too limited in scope to help in outlining the range of all
the species or to assist in long-range plans for the preservation of
the caves inhabited by them .
In April,1989, Reddell and I were hired to study 32 caves
in the Austin region to clarif¥ the status and range of the five
endangered cave species. Mike Warton and Marcelino Reyes

assisted in the study , which included areas in Travis, Williamson,
and Burnet counties. This study was supported by the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department and the Texas Nature Conservancy as
part of a group of endangered species studies for the Austin
Regional Habitat Conservation Plan (ARHCP). The ARHCP is
a committee of state and loca l agencies, developers, and
conservation groups begun on t11e recommendation of the
USFWS and the Texas Nature Conservancy. Two other regional
habitat conservation plans have been used by the USFWS in other
parts of the nation to involve local interests in habitat protection.
The restricted distribution of many troglobites results in
their extreme vulnerabili ty to extinction. Physical destruction
of the cave, pollution by pesticides and other substances,
introduction of foreign species such as fire ants, disruption of
groundwater, and loss ofhabitat for species such as bats and cave
crickets which provide food for the ecosystem may all play
important roles in the loss of the cave fauna. Habitat protection
and land use planning are much more effective methods of
conserving arthropod species than are last-ditch rescue efforts
(Elliott, 1981).
Results of our study arc as follows:
1. The range of one species of beetle (Rhadin e
persephone) was found to extend beyond the area of The Parke to
Marigold Cave, Good Friday Cave and T.W.A.S . A Cave ncar
Cedar Park, about 6 miles north. However, these caves arc
imminently threatened by land development and fire ants have
invaded some.
2. The range of one species of sp ider (Neoleptoneta
myopica) was extended to New Comanche Trail Cave about one
mile south of The Parke. However, this cave is threatened by its
proximity to a new highway under construction.
3. The range of the harvestm an species Texella reddelli
has been tentatively revised. This species is actually limited to
perhaps three caves south of the Co lorado River. One of these
caves, Bandit, is well protected by its owner and anot11cr,
Airman's, is modera tely well protected. The status of the third,
Bee Creek Cave, is uncertain. Texella reddelli docs not occur in
the Toot11 Cave area as previously thou ght. There ap pcarto be
at leas t three other, as yet undescribed Texel/a species in the
Austin area. The Tooth Cave harvestman is a new spec ies that
appears to range from The Parke area to West Austin to ncar
Round Rock in perhaps nine caves. Few of these caves arc
protected from land development and human disturbance.
4. No individuals could be found of the pscudoscorpion
Microcreagris texana. This species is typically rare in numbers
and therefore difficult to stud y.
5. The mold beetle, Texamaurops reddelli, was found in
one new locality at Georgetown, Off Campus Cave.
6. Thirteen or more possible new species were revealed
during the study : seven new species of Cicurina (Cicurclla)
spider, three new Texel/a harvestmen, one new Mi crocreagris
pscudoscorpion, one new blind species of Batrisodes beetle, and
a cave-adapted Eurycea salamander.
7. The study increased the understanding of Texas cave
biogeography, which has had a long and complex evo lutionary
history.
8. A number of different habitat management rem edies
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theDistrict. Atthesametime, the U.S . Geological Surveyoffice
in Austin, where cavers Dale Pate and Joe Ivy work, is mapping
recharge features too.
Our recent cave biology study is but one of a series of
studies by several biologists for the ARHCP. There were studies
of the two birds mentioned above and some rare plants. As of this
writing, conservation and development interests are beginning to
mobilize funds for land acquisition and management The mayor
of Austin has sought funding in Washington to assist in land
purchases. Ultimately, several thousand acres ofrelatively undisturbed hill country may be preserved in western Travis
County. Cave lands will be only a minor part of these areas, but
for the first time in years we can hope that these unique cave
ecosystems will not be lost.
REFERENCES

A photo of Microcreagris texana, the Tooth Cave
pscudoscorpion, was unavailable; however, this photo is of
Microcreagris grahami, a closely related species from
California. (W. Elliott)
were proposed and their relative merits considered. The proposed
remedies will be further considered by the ARHCP. Actions
could include negotiating the donation or purchase of land for
preserves around some of the caves, fencing and berming these
preserves and protecting the native vegation, possibly gating
some entrances, public education and cave stewardship programs supported by the City of Austin and the Texas Nature
Conservancy, and long term ecological studies of some of the
caves.
To aid in public education , James Reddell and I have
designed a display on Central Texas Cave Biology for the Texas
Memorial Museum. This will be constructed in a hallway display
case at the Trammell-Crow Company, 301 North Congress
Avenue, Austin, within a couple of months.
What is the ultimate fate of caves in the developing areas
ofTexas? Based on our TSS database and Veni (1988c), at least
5% oftheapproximately2,500 known caves in Texas have been
destroyed or filled . However, in the areas around San Antonio
and Austin, intense urbani zation has resulted in a 20% loss of
known caves in the last 20 years. A projection of this 20-year
destructi on rate indicates there may be only 39% of the caves left
in Trav is County in the year 2000. By the year 2050 there may
be only I% ( 16 caves) remaining. Of course, some new caves
wiII be found in the process, but most of them will be fill ed again
or actuall y destroyed.
One cause for encouragement is the recently established
Barton Springs Edwards Aquifer Conservation District, which is
conducting studies o f rec harge features, including sinks and
aves, in the Barton Creek basin of South Austin. This could
result in protection of many karst features threatened by
urbanization. Ronald G . Fieseler, noted oldtime caver, works for
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POWELL'S CAVE
by George Veni

WINTER '89 TSA PROJECT
THECAVE
For those of you who didn't realize it, Powell's Cave is
the second longest cave in Texas at over 22 kilometers ( 14 miles)
long. The cave is located in Menard County and is better
described as the Powell's Cave System. The system is comprised
of three known caves linked by a common cave stream. The caves
are Neel's, Powell's, and Silver Mine.
Neel's Cave is the downstream portion of the system.
Downstream from the Neel's entrance, the cave has been mapped
for just over 900 meters and is still going strong. Within two
kilometers overland, the cave stream res urges as Woolf Spring, a
dammed spring which sumps shut this lowermost end of the cave.
Upstream from the Neel's entrance has been mapped about 1.4
kilometers to a sump. In 1981 the sump was dove and the passage
surveyedanadditionalllOmeters to Sump2. InJulyof 1982,450
meters were surveyed past Sump 2 to Sump 3, then pushed an
estimated 700+ meters and through four more sumps before
connecting to Powell's Cave.
Powell's Cave consists of three main parts: the stream,
the Crevice, and the maze. The stream is the lowest part of the
cave. About 500 meters upstream from the downstream sump to
Neel's is the Crevice Passage. The Crevice, as the names implies,
is a high and narrow passage usually less than a meter wide and
often more than 4 meters high. It is a paleo-stream passage that
once flowed to the spring. Extending off from The Crevice, at
ceiling level and along most of its length, is the maze. Most of the
length ofPowell's Cave is contained within the maze. Typically ,
the maze passages are 2-3 meters wide and only a meter high . The
maze has developed mostly along one level, but significant maze
development has occurred at higher levels as well. The entrance
to the cave is an 8-meter deep pit opening into the heart of the
maze. Upstream from where The Crevice Passage enters the
stream, the stream has been surveyed more than 2 kilometers and
explored an additional700 meters to breakdown. Somewhere on
the other side of the breakdown is Silver Mine Cave.
Silver Mine waspartiallyexcavated, many years ago, in
a fruitless search for silver. The en trance opens to a water passage
which extends about 700 meters to a major stream passage.
Downstream has been surveyed for 300 meters to breakdown.
Good airflow moves through the breakdown and various dig leads
have been looked at which will inevitably connect to Powell's
Cave. Upstream in Silver Mine has been pushed for about 100
meters, also to end in breakdown. As with the downstream end

of Silver Mine, there arc good digging possiblities w ith airflow
which should extend the cave far in the upstream direction.
THE SURVEY
When caver's first approached Mr. Powell about
surveying his cave, he was justifiably leary of the idea.
Reluctantly he agreed, but under the following conditions: ''I' ll
only let you in the cave this one time. You've got 2 days (48
hours) to do whatever it is you 'rc going to do and then the cave is
closed for good." Thus Project 48 was born. During that 1962
weekend, forty-fivecavers surveyed almost6 kilometers of cave,
making Powell 's Cave, the longest cave in the state.
The effort of the cavers, their coordination and the actual
production of a map, impressed Mr. Powell, so he allowed "only
one more trip" to finish off the cave. Three days were allotted and
111 cavers showed in 1964 to survey over 6.4 additional
kilometers during Project 72. As a result of this project, the cave's
owner realized the serious intent and competence of these strange
people, with a penchant for crawlin g underground , and allowed
the continuation of the project.
Four more proj ects were held at Powell's Cave in the
1960's, the last being in October of 1968, but enthusiam for tl1c
cave began to die down. It was ten years before interest was
renewed. In 1978 a team of 19 cavcrs ere the first group to return
and explore the cave. In 1980, twenty -two cavers participated in
Project Rebirth and the following year, forty-live cavers showed
up for Project 178. Project Scrounge, in 1982, was tl1e last trip to
Powell's until the TSA 1989 Winter Project.
PROBLEMS WITH THEDA T A
became involved with coordinating the Powell's
project in 1980. At that time, and many times since then, several
people who were quite familiar with tl1e Powell's survey gave me
the following advice: "The best thing you can do in mapping
Powell's Cave is to go theentranccand start all over again." I was
not thrilled with the idea but as time went on I saw the source of
their reasoning.
The main problem with the Powell 's survey was in tl1e
way the first 12.5 kilometers were mapped. The clock was
literally running to survey as much cave as possible before the
cave was permanently closed. The effort was well intended, but
frenzied, and a lot of errors resulted . Al so, in the early 1960 's,
survey standa rds were not as hi gh as they arc today , a nd , when
combined with many people first learning to survey in this
comp li cated cave, accuracy suffered . Later efforts to corre.ct
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POWELL• S CAVE RESURVEY

errors in the map proved futile due to compounded errors in other
parts of the maze .
In late 1988 Terry Holsinger became interested in working with me on the TSA 1989 Winter Project at Powell's. Terry
got hold of the data on disk, plotted the map to overlay on Pete
Lindsey's hand drawn map of the cave, and compared the two
with the survey notes. Around Christmas, Terry called me and
asked: "Have you ever considered resurveying the cave?" I felt
like screaming from frustration.
We met for a skull session in early January '89 to pour
over notes, map and other data, and we decided that yes, Powell's
Cave needed to be resurveyed. While a lot of the existing data is
probably accurate, too much of it is suspect and too much is
simply wrong. Over the years chunks of data have disappeared.
Notes have disappeared. In past projects I'd sent teams to map
"unexplored" leads only for them to find those passages littered
with markers of surveys of which no records exist. In short, the
existing survey was a real mess.
A resurvey, however, would be greatly facilitated by the
existing map. Areas of the map would be drawn out for teams to
concentrate their efforts. No part of the cave would be rushed.
Eac h area would be systematically and thoroughly surveyed,
sketched and have all its leads pushed before moving on the the
next area. In addition, any errors in the resurvey would
themselves be resurveyed and substandard sketches would be
upgraded before an area would be considered complete. The
purpose of a resurvey is to do the job right so it doesn't have to be
repeated in I 0 or 20 years.
PROJECT RESURVEY
I arrived in Menard on Thursday, 26 January 1989, and
had a meeting with the owner about the status of the project. That
evening A. Richard Smith arrived from Houston and as we
crawled into our respective tent and truck, the rains began.
Friday morning was cold, wet and miserable. I went into
Menard, to reestablish contact with the owners of Neel's Cave,
then picked up a bucket and shovel from the Powell's Ranch
foreman. About two years ago, some dirt slid down the pit walls
to plug the entrance. Two Houston cavers arrived just in time to
help spend the next4-5 hours digging 2-meters straight down to
gain access to the cave. Afterwards we wandered about the maze
setting markers to ide ntify common survey stations at the
junctions of the resurvey areas. As we caved, caver vehicles
pushed through the cold and wet to slide into camp.
I had expected the bad weather to keep many cavers
home for the weekend, but more cavers kept arriving Saturday
until we reached asurprizingand respectable total of77 attendees.
While some came for Sunday morning 's TSA Meeting and the
social revelry . 60 cavers actively participated in the work
underground . Because the project was not initially announced as
a resurvey, the option was offered to either contribute to the
resurvey or to c heck/survey leads. Everyone was willing to help
with the resurvey and those few who c hecked leadsdidso for lack
of someone to survey with.
The limiting factor in organizing teams was in finding
people who could sketch. As a result, many of the teams became
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Keith Heuss and Terry Holsinger in the entrance pit of
Powell's Cave. (G. Veni)

overstaffed by including people to teach surveying to those who
didn't know how, and with people to check leads in the teams'
areas. Fourteen teams were assigned.
Team 1, C Survey: Chris baker, Don Denton, Terry
Holsinger, and Troy Shelton spent 6 hours resurveying in The
Crevice. They began where The Crevice ends (begins?) at the
stream and zig-zagged 202 meters to connect with the EB Survey
where the maze drops into The Crevice just west of the cave's
entrance. En route they made another, but unexpected connection
to the EB where a hole in the EB 's floor drops into The Crevice.
The coincidence of C and EB teams being at the hole at the same
time allowed the tape to be lowered and another loop to be
surveyed.
Team 2, HR Survey: A. Richard Smith led Deborah
Brown, Scott Caffee and Val Ellis into the Hilton Room area. In
their I 0.5 hours underground, they surveyed more than any other
team of the project, totalling 756 meters and completing about
90% of the known HR section. They also found a new lead or two
that need to be pushed and mapped.
Team 3, EB Survey: Butch Fralia, Marc Jensen, Danny
Sherrod and Quinta Wilkinson surveyed in the East Broadway
section, just cast of the entrance. Spending 7.5 hours in the cave,
they surveyed most of the EB maze, a couple new passages they

found, and started down East Broadway for a total of344 meters.
What remains is to complete East Broadway itself, and its long
parallel passage.
Team 4, SM Survey: Brian Burton, Chuck Cluck, John
Holland, and Susan Penney fondly renamed their assignment
from the SM or Sink Maze Survey to the SM or SpeleoMasochism Survey. They surveyed 29 stations for 298 meters to
complete about 40% of the SM area.
Team 5, EM Survey: Doug Allen, David and Joann De
Luna, Bill Elliott, Juaquin Ketchbow, and Linda Palit began on
the surface, surveyed down the pit and into the Entrance Maze.
Six and one-half hours work yielded 567 meters of maze. Bill
found a lot of detail not previously noted and estimates only 20%
of the known EM area was remapped.
Team 6, TC Survey: Jim Bryan, Jim Elliott, Lee Jay
Graves, and Andy Grubbs worked in the Third Crevice area. They
tallied 32 stations and 273 meters. Lots more resurvey and leads
remain in this area.
Team 7, 3S Survey: After a couple of hours and a few
wrong turns (not unexpected in a cave like Powell's) Cathy
Chauvin, Scott Johnson, Bill Mixon, Marc Opperman, and Cory
Wood began surveying in the Station 3 maze. In spite of their late
start they surveyed 188 meters and located a few new leads.
Team 8, Ken Alley, James Dilley, and John Oakes got
a late start and hoped to join the HR Survey team. Traveling
without a map in the mazes of Powell's Cave, however,
squelched their original plans so they wandered around a bit to
become as familiar as they could with the cave for future trips.
Team 9, CM Survey: Ralph Batsche, Carol Carlson,
Robert Hemperly, Kenny McGee, and Nancy Weaver began the
middle-Crevice survey. They began in the vicinity of old station
D-47 and surveyed 509 meters down to the Station 4 area. Time:
8 hours.
Team 10, CU Survey: Mark Minton, Bill and Brian
Steele spent about 11 hours at the far upper end of The Crevice.
They pushed to the end of The Crevice where there is slight
airflow but any further progress would require digging. They
mapped towards the entrance for 216 meters in 35 stations. One
of the leads near the end of The Crevice, the "Mud Puppy", is a
small crawl with airflow what will need excavation. Rocks tossed
through the constriction fell into water. This lead could be the
long suspected connection of the Upper Crevice to the upstream
end of the stream passage.
Team 11, 7J Survey: Joe Ivy led the team of Clay and
Kevin Chambers, Joann McNutt, Amy Sebesta, and John
Thompson to the 7-Passage Junction area. This is probably the
most complex maze area known in the cave. In spite of the
expected onset of survey confusion ("Omigod, which way do we
go?''), 233 meters were mapped.
Team 12, AC Survey: Tracy Floreani, Cynthia Grant,
Mack Pitchford, Mary Standifer, and George Veni mapped in the
Andre Cyparis area. (Andre was the sole survivor of a volcanic
eruption. He survived by being on death row in the bottom of a
prison, but after he was dug out of the rubble, he was executed
anyway.) Only 156 meters were surveyed in 6.5 hours. Lighting
problems plagued the team and they exited earlier than planned.
Team 13: Marian Allen, Geoff Haddad, Rachael Mays

and Dave McDermott checked leads in the Fudge Room area.
After 5.5 hours underground they reported that area is a lot more
complex than the map indicates.
Team 14: Some late arrivals to the project did not get
assigned to any particular team. They either hooked up with
whatever group they could find in the cave or went off checking
leads.
All in all the project was a big success and a tremendous
first step in resurveying Powell's Cave. Approximately 400
manhours were spent in the cave, setting about330 stations for a
total of 3,742 meters (2.3 miles).
NEXT
The Powell's project will continue and will at long last
produce an accurate and fine map we can be proud of. It is very
likely Powell's will challenge Honey Creek Cave to regain its
position as the longest in the state. There are over 200 leads in
Powell's (not counting those of Neel's or Silver Mine), many of
which will open to new extensive maze areas.
Project Resurvey is the last project I will coordinate at
Powell's. Terry Holsinger has now assumed that role. My
involvement with the project will be limited to surveying, writing
the trip reports and coordinating with the owner. To simplify the
scheduling of trips for the cave owner and us cavers, Terry and I
havearrangedforthree trips to Powell'sCaveeach year. The trips
will be held on the 4th weekend of February, June, and October.
MARK THOSE DATES ON YOUR CALENDARS! The
purpose of the trips will be to systematically resurvey the cave as
has been described. Survey teams will therefore be needed .
People who do not know how to survey are welcome to come and
learn, or they can work at any of a number of promising dig leads
in the cave. Call Terry for further details before heading out to the
cave.
In addition to the resurvey, other immediate goals of the
project include:
*stabilize the entrance to avoid having to dig it open
each trip;
*complete the stream survey between the Powell's and
Neel's sumps;
*complete the downstream survey and other odd leads
in Neel's;
*complete the ups tream survey to the Silver Mine
breakdown ;
*make the connection to Silver Mine;
*clean-up the trash in and around the cave (not left by
cavers, but it's still un sightly and needs pi ck ing up).
Powell's is one of the finest caves in the State of Texas
and one of the longest caves in the country. Its stream passage,
at about 7 kilometers long, is one of the longes t si ngle passages
in the world and could prove to be the longest when the survey is
complete. What the cave lacks in decoration s it makes up for in
a fascinating complex ity and diversity . A lot has been done in
Powell 's, but for those who know the cave, know the Powell's
story is just beginning.
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PROJECT 10-89
The October 1989 project at Powell's Cave was the first
of the no w regularly scheduled trips to systematically resurvey
and ex plore the second longest cave in Texas. Trips wiJI be held
eac h year on the 4th weekends of February, June, and October.
Come prepared to s urvey or to learn to survey. All caving skill
levels arc welcome.
T he first cavers to arrive at Powell's Cave for this
project were Keith Hcuss (Austin), Terry Hols inger (Ft. Worth),
Karen Markcue and George Vcni (San Antonio) on Thursday
e vening, October 26th. They came a day early to prepare the cave
for the weekend. On Friday the first order of business was to
stabilize the entrance.
Throughout the years dirt had periodicaiJ y slid down the
entrance pit and plugged the crawl way at its base. It hadn't been
a da ngerous situation - just a hassle. It took about5 hours to dig
the cave open during the January 1989 trip. This trip Terry
brought two large PVC tubes, 40 em in diameter by 2.5 meters
long, and split one lengthwise. One section of half-tube was then
set in the base of the pit to catch any dirt or debris that might slide
down into the crawlway . When the area behind the PVC "dam"
fill s with dirt, it will be easy to dig out, and the digging will not
prevent people from entering the cave to survey.
Once the entrance work was finished, Keith, Terry, and
George entered the cave to do some photography and set some
permanent benchmark stations. The stations were set by using a
baucry powered drill to bore small holes in the cave wall or
ceiling. The hole was then filled with a silicone sealant, and a
brass screw was inserted to mark the station. Survey flagging was
affixed to the screw to make it easier to find. The stations mark
c ritical junctures between various survey areas in the cave. As the
resurvey progresses further into the cave, more benchmarks will
be set. Radio locations will also be made at the benchmarks to
tie the m to the surface. A precise transit survey on the surface will
later connect these locations to the cave survey, and help maintain
the overall accuracy of the map.
As the benchmark team ex ited thecaveaftertheir 5 hour
trip, they were greeted by thunder and pelted by rain . For the pas t
hours there had been a steady showe r, which continued late into
the ni ght. The road to the cave became a slick, muddy bog. As
other cavers arrived, the ir truck wheels rulled the road more and
more. Some people decided to spend the night in Menard's
morels hoping that things would dry out by morning . Others
braved the road that night, but some 2WD vehicles ended up
need in g a 4WD tow.
By Saturday morning, October 28th, the rain was over
for the weeke nd and e veryone was safe in camp. While some
avers cur cd !he rain, whic h also dampened the previous trip, the
ran h foreman commented , "Didn ' t it rain last time y' all were
her '. Maybe y'all should come back every couple of weeks!" It
ccms there hadn ' t been muc h rain there since the January trip.
Once the mud was scraped off and heads were counted,
w found 27 cavers had arrived, and 22 went underground to work
as 7 reams.
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Team 1: Gerald Atkinson, Sarah Gale, Mark Minton,
and Jimmy Thomas went in to tie the "middle" Crevice survey to
the "upper" Crevice survey. In January, one team surveyed the
"lower" Crevice, starting at the stream and heading up into the
maze area, another team did the "middle" portion of the Crevice.
However, the three portions of the Crevice had not been
connected. This team surveyed 708.5 meters to connect the two
outermost parts of the Crevice. They also did a technical climb
up a 9 meter high dome to find a nice passage which ended all too
soon in breakdown.
Team 2: Butch Fralia and Mark Porter went to the EB
(East Broadway) survey and added 139 meters to the map. Much
of the EB maze had been mapped on the previous trip, but what
remains is two long east-trending crawls. This trip saw the
completion of a significant portion of one of those passages.
Team 3: Bill Elliott led Doug Allen, Steve Barnes, and
Johanna Reese through 171 meters of surveying in the EM or
Entrance Maze section. In the entrance section they found lots of
guano. Although the cave's entrance had been filled for a couple
of years, it had been dug open 9 months earlier, and since that time
bats have rediscovered it. Footprints from that trip had been
completerly covered by bat guano, and a couple sizeable mounds
of fresh guano were also found in the EM.
Team 4: Deanna, Debbie, and Will Brinson, not having
a lot of time or survey gear, made an important contribution by
doing a tourist trip through the cave and picking up trash that had
been left over the years by inconsiderate visitors. Two large
plastic garbage bags were filled and removed from the cave.
Team 5: Scott Caffee, Mary Standifer,andGeorge Veni
went to the complex 7 J or 7 -passage Junction area. They finished
about one-third of the 7J area, mapping 475 meters, and tying it
to the AC survey which was begun on the previous trip. Early into
the survey Mary noticed a bug glowing in the dark. It turned out
to be about 2 em long with a bright fluorescent green head.
Terry Holsinger drills a permanant station in Powell's Cave.
(G. Veni)

Unfortunately, it disappeared before it could be collected for
study. Luckily, at the end of the survey, Scott spotted another one
which did get into the collecting boule. On the surface, Bill Elliott
identified it as some type of larvae (possibly beetle) and
mentioned that this was the first "glow worm" collected in Texas
(he had seen one in Harrison Cave but was unable to collect it). A
full description and identification is pending.
Team 6: Diana Andrews, David McKenzie, Paul
Reavley, and Al Renfield spent 8 hours surveying 209 meters in
· the 3S (Station 3) maze area. In doing so they finished about40%
of that area, connected it to the EM maze (to which it was not
previously known to connect) and tied it in a few locations to the
Crevice survey.
Team 7: Because he was busy coordinating the survey
crews, Terry Holsinger got the latest start into the cave.
Nonetheless, he and Keith Heuss continued the lower Crevice
survey from the EB maze (where the survey had ended in
January), through the EM and 3S, and on to the Third Crevice
area. They mapped 187 meters, making several important tie-ins
to the maze. Keith took photos along the way.

the TC (Third Crevice) section; the 71-AC section; and the upper
and middle Crevice section. (The lower Crevice winds its way
through the EM-etc. maze and is not indicated on the map; also,
the 71-AC section is erroneously plotted due to a computer glitch
-- this will be corrected by the next project report.)
Not shown on the map is the Neel's Cave section, which
has been connected by SCUBA, but not by survey. All of the
Neel's Cave survey is of high quality and accuracy, and it will not
require a resurvey . Adding the Neel's length to the above resurvey
figure sets the total current length of the Powell's Cave System at
8,279 meters -- still the second longest cave in Texas. The
published length of the cave, using the old survey, is 22,85 I
meters (Dale Pate, The Texas Caver, Dec. 88). However,
considering the errors and uncertainties in that survey, no one is
sure how accurate that number is. Given what has been
resurveyed thus far, it seems the new survey will quickly surpass
that old number and challenge Honey Creek Cave (30,075 meters
long) as the longest cave in Texas.

As people started coming out of the cave, they were
welcomed by a huge potofhotchile-courtesy of chefHeuss and
butcher Terry, who provided the 9lbs. ofbeef! After supper it was
time to celebrate Halloween. Terry had brought a big pumpkin for
everyone to enjoy, and Mark Minton and Nancy Weaver had a
similar idea. They brought a dozen small pumpkins to have a
pumpkin carving contest. Actually, it was not meant to be a
contest, but people started thinking of it in that way. Many of the
"entries" were quite imaginative and no overall winner was
selected. However, the consensus was that Keith's pumpkin won
the prize for special effects- it was a sight to see as Keith mixed
carbide and beer, causing flames to shoot out Jack-0-Lantern's
head and eyes, while carbide foam spewed out its mouth!
The next morning, on Sunday the 29th, Team 3 returned
to the cave and added another 189 meters to the EM survey. Most
of the lower level EM is now complete, but there is still a
considerable upper level maze whose extent is not fully known.
Also that morning, Terry ran a compass course on the surface to
compare instruments and instrument readers, and calibrate any
systematic errors into the computer's plotting of the data.
For the first time at a Texas cave, survey data was
computer processed and plotted in the field. As teams exited the
cave, they brought their survey books to David McKenzie's truck
where he had a lap-top computer to calculate and plot the data.
Any errors, problems or questions in the data could be easily
discussed with the survey crews while they were still there and the
information fresh in their minds. If need be, and if a problem area
was close enough to the entrance, the survey team could quickly
bop back into the cave to check or resurvey a bad shot. Luckily,
there were no significant errors in the data and the loops closed
very well.
Following each trip to Powell's Cave, a trip report will
be prepared for The Texas Caver and a computer line plot of the
map will be included. Currently, the resurveyed length of
Powell's Cave is 5,189m. This is known on the map as four
disconnected sections: the EM-EB-HR-SM-3S-Crevice section ;

Powell's has lots to do in both dry and wet passages. Trips can be
short or very long-- take your pick. Bring your survey gear and
kneepads. Leave your vertical gear at home. If you don't know
how to survey, you'll be put on a team and you'lllearn. If you like
digging, there are lots of digging leads. Interested in bats?
Someone is needed to do a bat survey and determine the cave's bat
population. Interested in drafting? As various sections of the
cave are completed, cartographers will be needed to help draw
them up (the whole map-drawing job will not be dumped on one
person --unless someone wants to do the whole thing).
Powell's is an interesting and fun cave. As more of the
cave is resurveyed, future trips will survey more and more into
new passages. Want to help? Call Terry Holsinger. Terry has
recently moved to Austin and you can get a message or call to him
through Keith Heuss, Apartment820, 1710 East Oltorf, Austin,
Texas 78741, ph. 462-9574.

WANT TO HELP?
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LONG CAYES OF TEXAS
I. Honey Creek Cave ( 1986)
2. Powell's Cave System (1982)
3. Caverns of Sonora
4. Indian Creek Cave (1962)
5. InnerSpace Caverns (1981)
6. Cave-Without-A-Name (1977)
7. Airmen's Cave (1984)
8. Longhorn Caverns (1971)
9. Spring Creek Cave (1983)
10. Sorcerer's Cave (198 1)
11. Natural Bridge Caverns (1979)
12. Prassell Ranch Cave (1970)
13. River Styx Cave (1975)
14. Stower's Cave (1970)
15. Diablo Cave
16. Felton Cave
17. Wizard 's Well (1983)
18. Wes t Clutch Cave (1989)
19. Silver Mine (1982)
20. Pothooks Cave ( 1989)
21. 0-9 Water Well (1965)(1980)
22. Robber Baron Cave (1977)
23. Deep Cave (1965)
24. H.T. Mier's Cave (1984)
25. Pape Cave
26. Perry Water Cave
27. Big Tree Cave (1988)
28. Fern Cave
29. Big Mutha Caverns

30,075
22,851
6,096
5,488
4,529
4,313
3,642
3,002
2,807
2,702
2,621
2,615
2,557
2,391
2,067
2,049
2,007
1,788
1,515
1,510
1,372
1,334
1,189
1,122
1,067
1,067
1,053
1,036
1,014

98,671
74,970
20,000
18,005
14,859
14,151
11 ,950
9,850
9,209
8,865
8,600
8,580
8,389
7,845
6,780
6,721
6,585
5,865
4,970
4,953
4,500
4,377
3,900
3,681
3,500
3,500
3,455
3,400
3,328

Co mal-Kendall
Menard
Sutton
Uvalde
Williamson
Kendall
Travis
Burnet
Kendall
Terrell
Comal
Kendall
King
Kerr
Val Verde
Sutton
Terrell
Childress
Menard
Childress
Crockett
Bexar
Edwards
Val Verde
Real
Real
Val Verde
Val Verde
Edwards

INFORMATION NEEDED FOR TSS FIELD GUIDE
The Texas Speleological Survey will be publishing a Field Guide to the Caves of the Lampasas
ut Plains (also known as the Comanche Plateau) in time for the 1990 TSA Convention. The following
counti s are included in this interesting and little known are: Bell, Coryell, Bosque, Hill, McLennan ,
omanche, Mills , Hamilton, Somervell, and extreme eastern Lampasas. We would appreciate it if anyone
havin g information on old or new caves in thi s area (i ncluding descriptions, maps , and locations) please
se nd them to the TSS as soon as possible. We wi ll accept the information in any form, including computer
disks. Maps can be in final form or penciled. If caves are marked on topographic maps, please send a copy
of the map covering the cave. Please help us in this so this can be as complete a report as pos sible and
so that your contributions to Texas speleology can be acknowledged. Information can be sent to:
William R. Ellio•.t
12 102 Grim ley Drive
Austin, Texas 78759
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or

James R. Reddell
Texas Memorial Museum
2400 Trinity
Austin, Texas 78705

DEEP CAVES OF TEXAS
!.Sorcerer's Cave (1981)
2. Wizard's Well (1983)
3. Big Tree Cave (1983)
4. Devil's Sinkhole (1983)
5. Plateau Cave (1963)
6. H.T. Mier's Cave (1986)
7. 0-9 Water Well (1965)(1980)
8. Blowhole (1975)
9. Emerald Sink (1986)
10. Helm's West Well (1976)
11. 400 Foot Cave (1965)
12. Troll Cave (1982)
13. Deep Cave (1965)
14. Mesa de Anguila Sinkhole (1980)
15. Langtry Quarry Cave (1983)
16. Genesis Cave
17. Crystal Cave (1988)
18. Fisher's Fissure (1961)
19. Natural Bridge Caverns
20. Turkey Pens Cave (1989)
21. Frio Queen Cave
22. Abominable Sinkhole
23. Montgomery Gypsum Cave
24. Hunter's Well
25. Blowing Sink (1989)
26. Mt. Emory Cave
27. Sullivan Knob Cave
28. Whiteface Cave
29. MFP (Mighty Fine Pit)
30. Chivo Cave
31. Quigg Sinkhole
32. Resurrection Pit (1989)

170
118
106
104
104
103
101
101
101
96.0
94.2
91.7
91.1
85.3
81.3
78.0
77.1
76.2
76.2
76.2
71.9
71.0
68.6
68.6
61.6
61.0
61.0
61.0
59.1
57.9
57.9
57.6

558
388
348
342
340
338
332
331
330
315
309
301
299
280
267
256
253
250
250
250
236
233
225
225
202
200
200
200
194
190
190
189

Terrell
Terrell
Val Verde
Edwards
Culberson
Val Verde
Crockett
Edwards
Val Verde
El Paso
Brewster
Terrell
Edwards
Brewster
Val Verde
Bexar
Culberson
Val Verde
Co mal
Real
Uvalde
Val Verde
Terrell
Culberson
Travis
Brewster
Lampasas
San Saba
Edwards
Edwards
Val Verde
Burnet

The long and deep caves lists of Texas have been greatly expanded this year, thanks to the efforts of a number of
cavers and also, thanks, to Bill Elliott who has developed a database named LOGIC AVE for the Texas Speleological Survey.
As you can see, the long caves list stops at the 1,000 meters mark, while the deep caves list contains 32 entries. Thanks goes
to Bill Elliott, Bill Stephens, and Mark Minton for providing me with accurate lengths on several of the caves. Honey Creek
Cave passed a milestone recently as its length was pushed over 30 kilometers. Over the nex t few years, the Powell's Cave
resurvey may show that that cave is also longer than 30 kilometers. Everyone is urged to join in the resurvey efforts. Also,
if you have more information on the caves of Texas, please send it to James Reddell or Bill Elliott.

Compiled by Dale L. Pate
© 1989 Texas Speleological Survey
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STATE OF TEXAS
OFF I CE OF THE GOVERNOR
AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711
W ILLI AM

P. CLEMENTS , JR .
GOVERNOR

September 29, 1989

Texas Speleolog i cal Association in
conjunction with Texas Cave Management Association
Attn : Mr. Doug Allen
2944 Eckert
Austin, Texas 78722
Dear Friends:
On behalf of Governor William P. Clements, Jr. , and the
Governor 's Office of Community Leadership/Volunteer Services,
I am pleased to advise you of your recent nomination to
receive one of the 1989 Governor's Awards for Outstanding
Volunteer Service.
These awards are given to volunteers,
staff members and organizations who have exhibited an
outstanding commitment to their communities and state.
Although you were not selected as one of the award winners,
we would like to commend you for your outstanding volunteer
ser vice.
Please accept the enclosed certificate as an
expression of appreciation from Governor Clements and this
office .
We are proud of the volunteer effort being offered by the
people of Texas and thank you for your continued dedication.
Sincere ly,

Ann Windham Wallace, Director
Governor's Office of Community
Leadership/Volunteer Services

AWW / lb
Enclosure
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STATE OF TEXAS
O FF I CE OF THE GOV E RNOR
AUS TI N . TEXA S 7870 1

W ILLIAM P . C L E M E NT S . ..JR .
GOV ERN O R

To a[[ to wfwm tfiese presents sliaJI come,
qreetings: 1(TWW ye tftat

Tfze Certificate of o/ofun.teer Service
is presentelf to

cr'e~as

Spefeofogica[ Ylssociation

for your tirefess adicatian aJUi service to
tfte vofun.teer effort in. tfte State of TI?)JlS.
o/ofun.teerism is vital to tfte we[[ 6eing of
our state. 1 appreciate your fine wort

'ln witness aruf appreciation
wftereof 1. fuwe set my fimuf aruf tfte
Officillf Seal of tfte State of Te:(_as on
tlii.s 28tli diJy of September, 1389.

governor
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Chuck Sleuhm, Jeff Horowitz, Blake Harrison, and Dale Pate at the first Texas Old-Timers
in Luckenbach, Texas. (Martha Meacham)

PHOTOCOPY THE NEXT PAGE
This is the new waiver of claims form to sign for landowners. It is based on the new cave law which
r · lcases landowners of all liability. With that being the case, a waiver form is really not needed but this form is
for those landowners who still want something signed. All it basically says is that you realize the cave law exists
and that you have no claim should an accident occur. Make photocopies of this page to sign and give to cave
ow ners when you go caving. You may also want to photocopy pages 70-71 of the August 1989 Texas Caver,
which printed the new law, to also give or show landowners. This new law has already begun opening up caves
that previous ly had been closed. If you have any questions about the waiver or the new law, call George Yeni,
40 19 Ram ga te, San Antonio, Texas 78230, ph 512-699-1388.
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WAIVER OF Cl.AIMS

Whereas, the undersigned is a spelunker, having an interest in the exploration and study of caves, and
desires to enter and explore a cave or caves on the land owned, leased, occupied or under the control of

located at or near

------------------------------------------------------------------

And whereas, the landowner is reluctant to give permission for the exploration of a cave on his land
because of the dangers involved, and the possibility of injury to the spelunker:
Now, therefore, in consideration of the premises, the undersigned spelunkers recognize that under
Texas state law, Chapter 75 of the Civil Practice and Remedies Code, (Acts 1989, 71st Legislative session,
effective 1 September, 1989) the landowner "does not:
(1) Assure that the premises are safe" for cave exploration;
(2) "Owe to the person to whom permission is granted a greater degree of care than is owed to a
trespasser on the premises; or
(3) Assume responsibility or incur liability for any injury to any individual or property caused by any
act of the person to whom permission is granted" and
(4) "charge for entry to the premises."

Date:

---------------------------------Printed or typed name

Signature
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Destination: Potrero Redondo, Cueva de Ia Trinidad & environs
Date: 1-4 September 1989
Personnel: Cathy Chauvin, Kim & Adam Dorsey, Guano the
Wonder Dog, Joe Ivy, Linda Palit, Alecia and Scott Rote, Ed
Sevcik
Reported by: Ed Sevcik
Night caught us on the road. By Cotulla the stars were
out in a swarm and the Milky Way was gleaming in the moonless
dark. We reached Laredo about midnight, to discover the worst
mishap of our trip. Frank (last name withheld by request) had left
the papers for his car on the kitchen table at home in Austin. Long
discussion followed in the parking lot of an insurance company,
and many alternatives were suggested, but in the end they just
didn't cut it. The two remaining vehicles, Joe's much-abused
truck and Scott's Trooper, continued on through the Zoo at the
border and a couple of hours ' drive into Mexico, to spend the rest
of the night at the microwave towers north of Monterrey.
The weather was beautiful, hot in Monterrey, but more
and more pleasant as we left the smoke behind and ascended into
the mountains. The tough road to the cave took the afternoon of
the second day and left us little light to set up camp, in an apple
orchard near the end of a long string of houses known as La
Trinidad. Alicia recognized the remains of her campfire of a year
ago, the infamous trip which got flooded out by a hurricane . This
time the sky looked faultless; we admired shooting stars for half
the night.
Some caving actually took place the next day, from noon
to 2:00pm, because it was discovered that the map to the other

entrance of the cave, which we had really wanted to explore, was
nowhere to be found. We bopped Cueva de Ia Trinidad, which
goes back a couple of thousand feet to a sump; the cave is wet but
not difficult, and very pleasant except for its front parts, which arc
almost choked at points with rotting brush, com stalks, and logs.
Scott found an old apple pounding metate which we returned to
the locals.
We were sitting aro und camp wondering what to do
when a couple of locals appeared on a horse and a burro, asked if
we'd like a ride, and ended up by showing us some lovely natural
stream pools in the next valley, which we investigated for the rest
of the afternoon. The water was cold, but the scenery beautiful,
with views of a high stone pinnacle called La Piedra Parada (for
which the valley is named). Our antics amused the two loca ls
immensely and they stuck with us till nightfall.
Monday morning Joe, Linda, and Guano the Caving
Hound decided that they hadn't had enough punishment on thi s
wimpy trip, and went off to explore a si nkhole near camp. After
scraping themselves in tight crawls for an hour or so they emerged
with good news. "It goes! Let's get out of here!" We returned
to Texas that day, with various episodes of exploring, swimming,
and eati ng of greasy food that need not be described.
Destination: Minas Viejas
Date: 6-8 October 1989
Personnel: Brian Burton, Cathy Chauvin, Cynthia Grant, Guano,
Joe Ivy, Clarabelle Lindblum, Alan Montemayor, Don Mosley ,
Libby Overholt, Ed Sevcik, Bill & Brian Steele
Reported by: Ed Sevcik
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Minas Viejas was in top form this weekend, with
spec tacular thunderstorms lighting the mountains for our drive
up, and when wereachedcamp,aheavy fog. We awoke Saturday
in a pale, silent world with great clouds of mis t rising through the
canyons, and other silent clouds of monarch butterflies, which
were migrating through the region.
Saturday's objective was a black hole lurking
temptingly high in a cliff face above the road to camp. Closer
inspection from atop a boulder pile across the canyon made it out
to be less promising than had originally been thought, and when
Allen, Cathy , and I climbed up the hill behind it and stood directly
over it, we could see that it went nowhere. Nevertheless, Joe
wanted LO be macho, and rappel down to it from above, using
Mark Minton ' s ninja hook to haul himself in under the overhang.
By the time we three had returned to where the trucks were parked
he had already gone off up the back of the hill in full caving
regalia.
About half an hour later he appeared on the crest, a
thousand feet from where he wanted to be and trapped by
lcc higuill a and other sorts of stickery plants which were growing
in profusion up there. This was followed by three hours of the
purest sort of buffoonery, as he wailed and bitched and made
various pathetic attempts to get down. We were forced to amuse
ourse lves by heaping every conceivable sort of verbal abuse onto
hi s head, as he rigged pull-down off an old concrete boundary
marker, got flat-rocked, and sat on an agave. That night the fog
rolled in, in earnest, and the voracious Minas Viejas hogs were
snuffling around camp. We cooked steaks at the campfire, where
Joe was seen with an insane light glittering in his eyes. The next
day would be his .

ACCIDENT REPORT
by David Locklear
On the night of Thanksgiving, two NSS cavers,
including myself, were standing above the first drop into
"Cuchillo." I was not going into the cave and only had one light.
The two of us bumped heads and his Petzl carbide lamp poked me
in the eye. He poured some water in my eye, and I immediately
left the cave alone. I walked towards the trucks which were
parked down the road near "Montemayor." The reason I left the
cave alone was because there was a kid on rope that couldn't be
left alone. Five minutes after the accident the pain really started
to set in and I was not sure if I could find the trucks because I could
not sec well enough to stay on the road. I found the trucks after
ubouttwenty minutes , but there did not seem to be anyone there.
I frcakcd outandstartedyelling for somebody. MarkEn body was
asleep in one of the trucks and he immediately grabbed a 5-gallon
jug of water and poured some in my face. Frank Hall showed up
from " Montemayor" about the same time and they drove me
dow n to camp while giving me icc to put on my eye.
Approx im ately forty -five minutes after the acc ident I
arri ved at camp. By this time I was getting the chills from being
wet in the cold mountain air. The pain had also reached its peak.
Soon after I got out of the truck several cavers held me down while
they poured water into my eye . Dr. Anne Grey, who fortunately
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Bill and his crew had toured the local caves while we
were wasting time at the cliff, and they had good-naturedly rigged
the drops in Pozo de Montemayor. At the bottom, they had seen
our next objective, a ten-meter slope of grisly, crumbly, yucky
mud at the bottom of the cave that appeared to lead up to stream
passage. Bill had even set a bolt, having to dig through eight
inches of crumbly nonsense to find good stone. Joe, Linda, Brian,
Cathy, and I comprised the expedition team, but because of the
usual delays and indecisions, we didn't arrive at the "sump" until
almost 2:00pm.
There we sat in the mud for hours watching numerous
attempts to get the ninja hook into the hole, which failed miserably due to our inexperience and general lack of coordination. In
the end Joe did a four-hour bolt climb, knocking down hunks of
rotton debris as he went. Then he ran out of bolt hangers and had
to dig his way up the last ten feet of slope with the hammer, and
collapsed, exhausted, at the top. Then he was screaming and
yelling and telling us all to get the hell up there, which we did by
means of a piece of goldline he letdown. The passage went, about
100 feet and highly decorated, then plunged into darkness. A rock
thrown in produced a bang after two seconds, then another,
hugely echoing, after six . Of course we had no rope to rig it.
We named it the "Argo Pit", for reasons best not described in a family publication, and after patting ourselves on the
back for a while, got busy with the job of de-rigging and dragging
rope out of the cave. This new pit will put Pozo de Montemayor
over a thousand feet deep. We arrived back at camp around 3:00
am, scrounged some food, and slept. The rest is history.

was not deep down in "Montemayor," was one of these cavers and
she examined my eye and said J was ok. My eye felt better but I
was not getting cold. Rolph Wallaby and Brian Burton helped to
arrange for me to sleep in the cave-owner's ranch house. Several
cavers helped to make my stay comfortable, including Don
Broussard by bringing me things. By 10:00 PM, I was in bed.
Fortunately, I had an icepack in my first-aid kit and I kept
it on my eye all night. That night was one of the worst nights of
my life, but I really can ' t complain because a cold-front had
blown in and I was inside and on a very comfortable bed. Also,
the cave-owner checked on me several times in the night.
At 7:00 AM Dr. Grey and Rolph had found some
Codeine and came in to give me some. I slept till about 1:30 in the
afternoon . After waking I patched my eye with some stuff from
my first-aid kit and returned to camp where I rested for a day and
a-half. Saturday night I hiked over to " Montemayor," and
rappeled down several drops; however, my patch fell off my eye
so I left the cave. On Monday evening I went to an eye doctor and
he said my eye would be as good as new in one week. He charged
me forty dollars.
LOOKING BACK:
Fortunately, the accident did not occur at
"Montemayor" because I would have never found the trucks and
would have died from hypothermia. I had a more powerful pain
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Over The Edge
--for Rosie Ernst
Seventy feet down the ground
Don't look not now
perched on the edge trust extinct
as pterodactyls that once flew here
Such a longing for wings
when two legs perpendicular to rock
must walk you through air no nets
no flashy circus rescue midway through a tumble

until somehow legs emboldened by steadfast rock
it nestles down coos in your ear
Ah the power of knowing you will not fall
Hello welcomed by hand-waving sky hello
earth's friendly mat rising to greet you
the cool hand of shade stroking you home
You arrive soft as a dove landing

by Valerie Crosswell
Lean back hips lowered
feet braced against stoney lip and two blue eyes
three feet above your own insisting gQ
no matter the left arm flailing
the cry nested in your throat hunted birds
take the dare Hanging over nothing
rope and harness your only mother descend
foot over clumsy foot toward the tops of trees
the river running brown between their leaves
your breath a rasp in out in out

(Continued from page 126)

killer than Codeine in my first-aid kit which I could have taken as
soon as I got to camp but I was dizzy and couldn't think straight.
I wanted some pain killer all night long but couldn't seem to
remember I had some.
I should have gone into Laredo to see an eye doctor as
soon as possible. I would have ifl would have been in my car. We
did not do this because Dr. Grey said I was ok and nobody really
wanted to do the 3 hour drive unless it was an emergency. Three
things led to a speedy recovery: the ice-pack, Dr. Grey, and the
room I slept in. Thanks to all those cavers who took care of me.
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